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Introduction n 

0.11 Algebraic curves and their moduli 

Thee subject of this thesis is the geometry of the moduli space My of algebraic curves of 
genuss g. This is the universal parameter space for curves (Riemann surfaces) of genus g. 
inn the sense that its points correspond one to one to isomorphism classes of curves. 

Algebraicc curves, tlie objects classified by My. started to appear systematically in 
mathematicss around the middle of the 19th century, although interest in algebraic curves 
cann be traced back to Euler's study of abolian integrals in the 18th century. For most of 
thee 19th century, the curve's people were looking at were plane curves, that is. subsets of 
P22 satisfying an equation F{jc.y,z) — 0. where F is a homogeneous polynomial in three 
variables.. Two plane curves were said to belong to the same class, if there was a birational 
transformationn of P2 carrying one curve into another. The advantage of such an approach 
(whichh surely appears quite cumbersome and ineffective nowadays) is that given a plane 
curvee of degree d. by varying the coefficients of the polynomial equation one immediately 
obtainss the family of all plane curves of degree d, which is itself an algebraic variety, the 
projectivee space prf(d+3)/'2. 

Itt was Riemann in his famous papers on function theory from 1857 who started the 
processs of liftin g the curves from P2 and began to view them as abstract objects. By 
realizingg curves as branched covers of P1. he even managed to show that for y > 2 curves 
off  genus y depend on 3y — 3 minimal parameters, which he called moduli. 

Ass Bril l and Noether pointed out. Riemann himself did not think of a space whose 
pointss would correspond to classes of curves. However, in the late 19th century, the 
conceptt of a moduli space of curves was floating around and the existence of a variety 
parametrizingg genus y curves was widely assumed. At that time people were already 
activelyy studying properties of My. For instance, in 1882, Klein using topological argu-
mentss due to Clebsch showed that the space of n-sheeted coverings of the Riemann sphere 
withh b = 'hj -+- '2n — 2 branch points is irreducible, implicitl y proving the irreducibility of 
MM99.. Although Severi and B. Segre among others continued the investigation of Mg in 
thee first decades of the 20th century, the first rigorous construction of Mg (as an analytic 
varietv)) was flue to Teichnniller in 1940. Work by Baily in 1962 showed that My was an 
algebraicc (quasi-projective) variety and the first purely algebraic construction of My was 
carriedd out by Mumford in 1965 using "Geometric Invariant Theory" (cf. [Mu2]). 

Att this point we want to make more precise what we understand by My. The moduli 
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spacee of curves .\4g is an algebraic variety satisfying the following properties: 

 For an algebraically closed field k\ the points in Mg(k) correspond 1:1 to isomor-
phismm classes of curves of genus g over k. If C is a complex smooth curve of genus 
g.g. we denote by 'C\ G Mg its moduli point. 

 For any fiat family ~ : C —> B of smooth curves of genus g. the moduli map 
tntn : B -  ̂ Mg given by m(b) := [C\\ for 6 G £?. is holomorphic. Moreover. Mg is in 
somee sense minimal with respect to this universal property. 

Itt turns out that there exists a unique variety Mg satisfying these properties and one says 
thatt Mg coarsely represents the moduli functor of curves (we refer to i.Mu2] for precise 
definitionss of these terms). 

Thee space Mg is an irreducible quasi-projective variety of dimension 3g - 3 for g > 2. 
Wee have that „Vf0 is a point and ,\A, is the affine line A1. Since smooth curves can 
degeneralee to singular ones. My is not a compact variety. One can compactifv Mg 

byy enlarging the class of curves we parametrize and allowing certain singular curves, 
calledd stfible curves. These arc1 connected, nodal curves, such that any smooth rational 
componentt meets the curve in at least 3 points. We get in this way the Deligne-Mumford 
modulii  space Mg of stable curves (cf. [DM]) , which is an irreducible projective variety 
withh only mild singularities (Q-factorial). 

Thee boundary Mg — Mg corresponding to singular curves is a union of irreducible 
divisorss A, for 0 < /' < [g/2]. The general point of A0 corresponds to an irreducible curve 
withh one node, whereas for 1 < i < [g/'2]  the general point of A, corresponds to a curve 
C\C\ Uq C->. when1 C\ and C> are smooth curves of genus / and g - / meeting transversally 
att q. 

0.22 How rational is Mgl 

Forr low genus there are explicit descriptions of the variety M,r Any smooth curve of 
genuss 2 can he realized through the equation 

yy11 =  - O])  (,r - rifi). where ax o(i G C 

Iff  we consider the quotient of Syn/'l'P1 ) under the action of PGH2). we realize M> as a 
quotientt of an open subset of CJ by the symmetric group 5<;. 

Inn tht1 case of .Vf:i. a non-hyperelliptic <'urve of genus 3 can be uniquely embedded as 
aa smooth plane quartic. We thus have a dominant rational map from the P1 ' of plane 
quarticss to .VJ3. Almost every curve of genus 3 can be realized by varying the coefficients 
inn the equation 

^^ ntjkSyj:k = 0. 
i,j.k>0.i~j~k--i i,j.k>0.i~j~k--i 

Whatt is essential here, is that the coefficients u,  ̂ G C can \-ary freely, they do not have to 
satisfyy any equations, only a few polynomial inequalities, so that we have a way of getting 
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ourr hands on f almost) every curve of genus 3. We say that the variety .Vf.3 is unirational. 
Moree generally, a variety A" is called unirational if there exists a rational dominant 

mapp from a projective space P" to A". Unirationality is a very desirable property as 
itt gives a parametrization of the variety. One says that A' is unirulod if there exists a 
rationall  dominant map from a product variety 1 ' x P1 to A' and which is not constant 
onn fibres {,(/}  x P1. where y 6 V. Equivalently. A" is uniruled if through a general point 
11 G A' there passes a rational curve. Clearly unirationality implies uniruledness. 

Ann important birational invariant of an algebraic variety is its Kodaira dimension. For 
aa smooth, projective variety X. the Kodaira dimension K(X) is defined as follows: let us 
considerr ^jx = 0{KX) the canonical sheaf on A' and for m > 1 such that \m.Kx\ 7̂  -̂ w r 

takee the rational map omKx : X ^f01"1^1"1. We define 

K(X)K(X) :— max{dim omKx (A') : m G Z>i such that \mKx 7̂  0} . 

Clearlyy s[X) G {-oc.0 dim(A')} . If K(X) = dim(A'). we say that A* is of general 
type.type. If X is uniruled. then mh'x = 0 for all m > 1. hence H(X) = — oc. For an 
arbitraryy projective variety A", we define K(A' ) := K(X). where X is a desingularization 
off  A". 

AA famous conjecture in the classification theory of higher dimensional algebraic vari-
etiess predicts that A' is uniruled if and only if K(X) = —oc. This is known to be true 
whenn dim (A') < 3. 

Sevenn was the first to study the rationality of MQ. The existence of a rational 
parametrizationn of M9 would mean that we can describe most curves of genus g by 
equationss depending on free parameters. In other words, we can write down more or less 
explicitlyy the general curve of genus g and to paraphrase Mumford (see [Mu]) we would 
bee able to boast: "We have seen every curve once". 

Onn the other hand, the non-uniruledness of .\Ag would have pretty spectacular conse-
quencess for the geometry of curves of genus g. For instance, it would imply that if C is 
aa general curve of genus g and S is a surface containing C such that dim C > 1. then 
SS must be birational to C x P1. To rephrase it. the general curve of genus g does not 
appearr in a non-trivial linear system on any non-ruled surface (cf. [HM]) . We refer to 
thee beginning of Chapter 1 for a more detailed history of the problem of unirationality of 

0.33 The Brill-Noether Theorem 

Wee view curves as (abstract) 1-dimensional smooth, complete, algebraic varieties. Un-
derstandingg the various embeddings of curves in projective spaces will add a great deal 
too our knowledge of the geometry of algebraic curves. 

Lett C be an algebraic curve. A nondegenerate map ƒ : C —> P7" is given by a linear 
seriess of dimension r on C. that is. a pair / = ( £ . ! ' ) . where C is a line bundle on C and 
VV C H°(C.C) is a subspace of dimension r + 1. Assuming that / is base-point-free (i.e. 
forr every p G C there is s  € \' such that sip) ̂  0). by choosing a base (.s0 s>) in \ '. 
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wee obtain a map ƒ : C -> P''. given by ƒ(/;) := [s0(p) Mp,)]- To / = (C. \') we also 
associatee the r-dimensional system of divisors 

VV = {(liv(s-) : .s e \\ c P(//°(r. £)). 

Iff  deg(£) = e/, following classical terminology, we say that / = (£.\~) is a gjj. which 
meanss ""a group off/ points moving with r degrees of freedom". We can ask the following 
question:: What kind of linear series does a curve of genus g have? The answer is the 
followingg famous result (cf. [BX]) : 

Theoremm 0.1 (Bril l -Noether, 1874) A general curve of genus g has a gr
d if and only 

ifif  pig. r. (I) = g-(r-tl) (g > 0. 

Too mention a few things about the history of this theorem, we note that in the 1920's after 
thee result had been taken for granted for 40 years. Severi realized that Bril l and Xoether 
hadd only proved that any component of'the variety of 0('/s on C has dimension > p(g. r.d) 
butt they failed to prove the existence of such a component (or the nonexistence when 
pig.pig. r.d) < 0). The Brill-Xoether Theorem was finally proved in 1980 by Griffiths and 
Harriss (cf. [GH]j using an old idea of Castelnuovo of specializing to a general curve of 
arithmeticc genus g with g nodes. 

Itt is worth to outline the parameter count that prompted Bril l and Xoether to claim 
theirr theorem and which brings into the picture the Brill-Xoether number p(g.r.d) (see 
alsoo [GriffHa] for this count). 

Lett C be a general curve of genus g > 3. in particular. C is non-hyperelliptic. Consider 
CC "-^ P ^1 canonically embedded and let D = YlUi Pi ^° a divisor of degree d on C. 
Assume11 D is part of a gj,. i.e. dim D > r. Then by Riemann-Roch it follows that D 
spanss a (d - r - 1 )-plane in Pr/'""' . Since D moves in an r-<limensional family, we get that 
CC has a gr

d if and only if C has an /--dimensional family of r/-secant (// - r — lj-planes. 
Sincee the variety of (d - r - 1 )-planes meeting C at least once lias codimension g -

c/-i-- /  - 1 in G(d - r - 1. g - 1). it is natural to expect that the variety of (d - r - 1 )-planes 
thatt an> f/-seeant to C has codimension d{g -  r - 1). Therefore we expect this variety 
too be of dimension > r if and only if dim G{d - r - 1. g - 1 ) - d(g - d -r /' - 1) > /-. and 
thiss is equivalent with p{g. r.d) > 0. 

0.44 Outline of the results 

Chapterr 1 deals with the geometry of the moduli space of curves of genus 23. It is known 
thatt Mg is of general type for g > 24 and that for low values of g (conjecturally for all 
yy < 22). the moduli space Mu is uniruled. This leaves M->-.i  as an interesting transition 
casee between two extremes: uniruledness and being of general type. The main result is 
thee following: 

Theoremm T/JC Kodmra dimension of the moduli space of curves of genus 23 is > 2. 
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Tin11 proof is based on the study of three explicit divisors on .Vt2,3 which turn out to 
bee multicanonical. Evidence is presented which suggests that the Kodaira dimension of 
.Vl-i.'ii  i*  actually equal to 2. Degeneration to singular curves and the theory of limit linear 
seriess (reviewed in Section 1.3) as well as deformation theory are the tools we use. 

Chapterr 2 deals with the geography (relative position) of the Brill-Xoether loci 

-Wg-WgMM  [\C]  <E Ms : C carries a 0 ^ } . 

Wee compare different Brill-Xoether loci and show that they are in general relative' position 
(transversal)) inside A4g. unless there are some obvious containment relations between 
them.. In Section 2.4 we prove under certain numerical conditions the existence of regular 
(genericallyy smooth, of the expected dimension) components of the Hubert scheme of 
curvess C C P1 x Pr . where r > 3. The main result of Section 2.5 is the following theorem 
concerningg the gonality of space curves: 

Theoremm Let g > 5 and d > 8 be integers with g odd and d even, such that d2 > Sg. 
AdAd < 3g + 12. d2 — 89 + 8 is not a square and either d < 18 or g < -id — 31. Assume that 

{d'.g')e{(d.g).(d+l.g+l).(d+l.g{d'.g')e{(d.g).(d+l.g+l).(d+l.g + 2).(d+2.g + 3)}. 

ThenThen tiiere exists a regular component of the scheme Hilbd'g',3. with general point a 
smoothsmooth curve C' C F3 of degree d' and genus g' and such that the gonality of C' is 
m i n ( d ' - 4 , [ ( g'' + 3)/2]). 

Ass a consequence of results from Chapter 2, we find a new proof for our result «(-M2:)) > 2. 

Inn Chapter 3 certain aspects of the geometry of the moduli spaces AA9,n of n-pointed 
curvess of genus g are studied. For an integer g = 1 mod 3 with g > A we set d ;— (2g+7}/3 
andd we can consider the following divisors: 

 On MgA. the closure of the locus HF (resp. CI") consisting of 1-pointed curves 
(C.(C. p) £ A4g,\ such that there exists a ĝ  on C with a hyperflex (resp. cusp) at the 
pointt p. 

 On Mg:2~ the closure of the locus FL consisting of those [C.p\.p2]  6 Mg:>  such that 
theree exists a Q2

d with flexes at both p\ and p2-

Wee determine the classes [HF].  [CU]  and [FL]  (in the respective Picard groups). 
Forr an integer d > 3 we set g := 2d — 4. We denote by TR the locus of 1-pointed 

curvess [C.p] e Mg.\ such that there exists a degree d map ƒ : C —> P1 having triple 
ramificationn at p and at some unspecified point x 6 C — {p}. It turns out that TR is a 
divisorr on .Vföj and in Section 3.6 we compute the class [TR] in Pic-(„Vl g,i). 

Wee close Chapter 3 by proving in Section 3.7 the following: 

Theoremm For g = 11.12 and 15 f he universal curve Cg has Kodaira dimension — oc. 

Thee first two chapters of this thesis are based on the papers 
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G.. Farkas: The Geometry of the Moduli Space of Curves of Genus 23. to appear in 
MrttiienmtischeMrttiienmtische Amuilen (also available as math.AG/9907013 preprint). 
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version. . 


